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The very first Aborym line up goes back to year
1991. The band was composed by the bass player/
singer Fabban (bass player of Funeral Oration
and keyboard player in M.E.M.O.R.Y. Lab) doing
its first steps as a cover band (“Beneath the
Remains” Sepultura, “The Old Coffin Spirit”
Rotting Christ, “Agent Orange” Sodom and other
songs). The first demo tape ever recorded,
“Worshipping Damned Souls”, belongs to 1993
which sees Daniele Belvedere (Mental Siege) on
drums and Alessandro Noia on guitars.
Aborym split up few months after their first demo
was released and then they came back together,
thanks to Fabban again, in 1997 in Rome, with a
new line-up (Fabban, Yorga SM and Sethlans). With
this new line-up, Aborym recorded their first
demo on CD, “ Antichristian Nuclear Sabbath” to
promote themselves.
In 1999, Scarlet Records released their first
album “Kali Yuga Bizarre”, an album that even after
ten years is considered to be the new starting
point for the post-black metal strand. In this
album Attila Csihar (voice of the legendary “ De
Mysteriis Dom Sathanas” by Mayhem, Plasma Pool
and
Tormentor) appears again after years and
years of silence. Straight after the recording
of the album, Attila officially became the lead
singer of the band and another guitarplayer –
Nysrok – joined the line-up.
Year 2001: Aborym release their second album, “
Fire Walk with us” (Scarlet Records). An album
that finally declares the only leadership of
this new born italian scenery as prime-movers of
a new kind of black metal – the hard industrial
black metal.
“With No Human Intervention” (2003, Code666/
SPV) is Aborym’s grey album. It’s the most
psychopath and alienated of Fabban’s combos.
Their further and deadly evolution towards even
more electronic sceneries where classic black
metal elements merge together with drum ‘n
bass, jungle, techno, classical and operistic
music, ebm, hard-industrial and esoteric music.
A huge masterpiece that hosts people like Matt
Jarman (Void), Nattefrost (Carpathian Forest)

and
Bard G. Eithun “Faust” (storical Emperor
drummer on the
“In The Nightside Eclipse”
album), Richard Szabo from Timewave Zero and
Mick Kenney (Anaal Nathrakh). “ With No Human
Intervention” represents the final consacration
of this band in all over the world. Aborym play
live at the Inferno Festival in Oslo with Bard
Faust as guest on drums for the song “Alienation
of A Blackened Heart” (whose lyrics were written
by Nattefrost). Until today the only italian
band performing live on a stage considered to be
the most important festival of extreme music in
Europe.
In 2006 Aborym sign a prestigious contract
with Season of Mist and release their fourth
album called “Generator”. An album that marks
an important turning point for Aborym : the
final abandon of digital drumming in favour of a
drummer made of flesh and bones. Bard G. Eithun
“Faust” (at the moment also in Blood Tsunami and
Mongo Ninja) is the new Aborym drummer.
After 7 years of activity, Attlia Csihar (Mayhem,
Tormentor, Plasma Pool, Keep of Kalessin, Burial
Chamber Trio, Current 93, Grave Temple, Pentemple,
Jarboe, Sunn O))), Void Ov Voices) leaves Aborym
to go back with Mayhem, while Seth Teitan decides
to move to Sweden to play with Dissection (at the
moment in Watain). Preben Mulvik aka Prime Evil,
legendary guitar player of Mysticum and Amok,
takes Attila’s place behind the mics.
Year 2010. The return of the post black-metal
masters with a very important line-up change :
out Nysrok replaced by Hell:IO: Kabbalus (guitar
player in Malfeitor with Fabban and mind of Kalki
Avatara) with Bard Faust on drums.
Four years after the critically acclaimed
“Generator”,
Italian
electro/post
black
metallers Aborym are back with their fifth
album! Set for a November 8th release, the new
full-length is entitled “Psychogrotesque” and
is made of one story, a single song written
four-handedly by the band’s mastermind Fabban
and talented new guitarist Hell:IO:Kabbalus.
ABORYM describe the album as a “realistic story
about the horrific human aridity and its fragile

impotence. A social metaphor, uncomfortable but
very current, treated cynically by bassistsinger Fabban through a story set in a mental
hospital, which suggests that he used his pen
with an absolute commitment and the determination
to keep off Aborym from the banality and
clichés
both
ideological-aptitudinal
and
musical that saturate the extreme metal scene”.

No Human Intervention”; Narchost (MALFEITOR,
DEMON’S
SHADE,
STORMCROW);
Pete
Michael
Kolstad Vegem (guitarist of BLOOD TSUNAMI
and MONGO NINJA); Giulio Moschini (guitarist
of HOUR OF PENANCE); bassist Emiliano Natali
(SHOREBORN); the saxophonist Marcello Balena
and Davide Tiso (talented musician and the
mind behind EPHEL DUATH and KARYN CRISIS BAND).

“Psychogrotesque” was recorded, mixed and mastered
at Fear No One Studios by Emiliano Natali, with
the sound consulting of Marc Urselli (3 Grammy
Awards in 2005, mind and founder of Memory Lab as
well as sound engineer for artists like John Zorn,
Laurie Anderson, Lou Reed, Eric Clapton) at the
prestigious Eastside Sound Studios in New York.

The
most
sensational
and
unprecedented
collaboration on this record, and probably
the most sensational in ABORYM’s entire career
since 1993, is with KARYN CRISIS. A historical
shamanic singer of the legendary combo metalhardcore crossover CRISIS from New York, as
well as pioneer of the female-fronted movement
also involved in the past with SIX FEET UNDER,
SIGILLUM S, VOIVOD’s vocalist and currently
in the KARYN CRISIS BAND together with Davide
Tiso, Karyn Crisis returns on the international
extreme metal scene with ABORYM, through one of
the most insane and violent performances of all
time behind the microphone.

The now-established three member line-up (Fabban
on vocals, bass, synth; Hell:IO:Kabbalus on
guitars and synths; Bard G. Eithun “Faust” on
drums) is joined by a number of special guests
and friends: Richard K. Szabo of TWZ, an old
acquaintance of ABORYM since the days of “With
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